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This book outlines a methodology for the use of parallel processing in real time systems. It provides an introduction to parallel processing in general, and to embedded systems in particular. Among the embedded systems are processors in such applications as automobiles, various machinery, IPGAs (field programmable gate arrays), multimedia embedded systems such as those used in the computer game industry, and more.
    

* Presents design and simulation tools as well as case studies.
    * First presentation of this material in book form.       
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Data Integration Blueprint and Modeling: Techniques for a Scalable and Sustainable ArchitectureIBM Press, 2011

	Making Data Integration Work: How to Systematically Reduce Cost, Improve Quality, and Enhance Effectiveness


	 


	Today’s enterprises are investing massive resources in data integration. Many possess thousands of point-to-point data...
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Cloud Computing and Software Services: Theory and TechniquesCRC Press, 2010

	Thanks to its inherent resilience to failure and the increasing availability of open-source cloud infrastructure software and virtualization software stacks, services delivered from the cloud have expanded past web applications to include storage, raw computing, and access to specialized services. The possibility of satisfying maintenance and...
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The Scrum Culture: Introducing Agile Methods in Organizations (Management for Professionals)Springer, 2015

	This book is a guide for managers, Scrum Masters and agile coaches who are interested in agile organizational methods and who are planning to introduce Scrum at their own company. Scrum is not only a product development framework but can also be used to structure activities for agile and lean organizational development.
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Panderer to Power: The Untold Story of How Alan Greenspan Enriched Wall Street and Left a Legacy of RecessionMcGraw-Hill, 2009
Praise For PANDERER TO POWER

“We all owe a great debt to Fred Sheehan. Fred demolishes the myth of Alan Greenspan’s omniscience, while revealing the dangerous credulity of those who    set him on a pedestal above the rest of us. Panderer to Power will be invaluable in making the case for how we might...
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Mathematics for the Physical SciencesDover Publications, 2006

Advanced undergraduates and graduate students in the natural sciences receive a solid foundation in several fields of mathematics with this text. Topics include vector spaces and matrices; orthogonal functions; polynomial equations; asymptotic expansions; ordinary differential equations; conformal mapping; and extremum problems....
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Wiley Encyclopedia of Telecommunications , 5 Volume SetJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
"...contains a wealth of information treating all aspects of telecommunications...an excellent reference source...recommended." (Choice, Vol. 41, No. 1, September 2003)     

       Engineers have long required a comprehensive yet concise resource to turn to for reliable, up-to-date information on the continually...
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